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Message from Kat
Our Art of Brilliance journey has already given us lots of useful insights into how we can stay positive and
bring the best version of ourselves to work more often than not. There are some lovely examples of some of
this in action in our newsletter today. All of the fantastic fundraising efforts that you’ll read about are perfect
demonstrations of giving back. Doing something positive for someone else which in turn helps to fill your
own feel good bucket. Win: Win.

Today I wanted to share with you another way to experience that win:win which is within reach for us
all. Playing to our strengths. There is a whole body of evidence that says that when you are doing
things which are based around your strengths and passions then you perform at your best. Not only
that, you set off a whole amazing chain reaction of positivity.
Firstly, if you have the opportunity to use your strengths at work then you will feel more energised and
your day will feel like it flies by. It probably won’t even feel like work. Fantastic I hear you say – you’re
being paid to do the things you love. Secondly, when you share the things you are passionate about
with others then some of your energy will transfer to them. They will feel invigorated and enthused
just by being around you and you may even inspire them to share in your passion to some degree.
That includes your colleagues and your customers. Result: You have a great day and so do the people
around you. You go home buzzing and your family and friends feel the benefit too. What’s not to like?
So if you’re reading this with a sceptical eye and thinking
you can’t remember the last time you came home buzzing,
then commit to having a go at the Best Day at Work
exercise in this edition of the newsletter. By thinking about
a time when you had a great day you should be able to
identify what you were doing that made you feel that way.
Then commit to working with your team to see how you
can build more of this into your working week. I’m not
going to tell you it’s easy because all sorts of practical
things get in the way. I will tell you it is worth it in bucket
loads though so give it a try and see the results for yourself.

Kat
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STAFF NEWS

BRUSH UP YOUR IT SKILLS
A brilliant opportunity has arisen at Bury Adult Learning Centre.
Taught lessons and workshops are available to top up your IT skills
and learn new ones!
To register for a free place on the skills workshops
please fill out the form located on the intranet and return to
susan.partington@personasupport.org.
Don't miss out!

SING WELL, FEEL BETTER
Reap the benefits of singing your heart out!
Everyone is welcome, come along to the Council Chamber, 1st Floor of Bury Town
Hall, Wednesday's between 12 noon and 1pm
- no need to book, just turn up and sing!
Try something new, have fun, meet new people, boost your feel good hormones
and improve your mental wellbeing.
For more information, phone 0161 253 5967
or email livebetterfeelbetter@bury.gov.uk

PERSONA MOVIE NIGHT

Monday night is movie night!
(Pictured Left to Right) Janet and Jenny from Supported Living met up with
Sarah and Jenny from Communications to watch Danny Boyle's new film
'Yesterday'. I think it's fair to say that everyone had a brilliant time, with a
review of 10/10!
Janet said "It was a great idea because I wanted to come see the movie but
wouldn't have come on my own... it was nice to meet people from other
services."
Next movie night will be 5th August. Keep an eye on the intranet for more
information.
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STAFF NEWS

HFX UPDATE
Last month we stated that we planned to ‘go live’ with the
new system from July. Unfortunately, there is a slight
delay and we are awaiting some equipment to support the
implementation.
Despite this delay, we are still able to utilise the system
and get more familiar with how it works in order to
support us with the ‘go live’.
Continue to watch this space for more details and those
involved in the pilot will receive further information soon.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
HELLO & WELCOME

GOODBYE & GOOD LUCK

Magdalena Chruslak, Casual Support Worker, Casual Team
Eddie Mullany, Casual Support Worker, Casual Team
Michael Taylor, Casual Support Worker, Casual Team
Melanie Timperley, Driver/ Support Worker, LD Services
Jenny Urwin, Communications Officer

Sarah Stansfield, Casual Support Worker, Casual Team
Catrina Kay, Support Worker, LD Services

Everyone who leaves Persona will be contacted by a member of the Employee Forum
for Farewell Feedback (an exit interview).

PERSONA NEEDS YOU

It's that time of year again when we are on the lookout for runners to join
the Persona team for the Bury 10K.
Let team captain John O'Connor know if you would like to join the team and
Persona can give you £10 back towards the entry fee. Leading up to the run
we will be organising training sessions and attending park runs as a team.
This year we are also looking for mini Persona runners for the Family Run.
Both runs start at The Rock on Sunday 15th September.
10K at 9.30 am with the Family Run started at 11.45 am.

For more information: https://www.personasupport.org/intranet/staff-news/call-for-runners/
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STAFF NEWS

HIVE FIVES
This month has seen 92 HIVE FIVES
given across all the services.
It's great to see so many staff being
recognised for living the Persona
values.
Here's a selection - congratulations
to everyone!

Karl Jones
Always being respectful despite being busy.

Samuel Guider
Helping to get things in place whilst being busy.

Lyndsey Whitlam
You've not long joined our team and yet you work so hard with us, like
you've been here for years. You're so good with the customers and you
do all you can for them, thank you!

John Marsden
Helping out whenever needed despite being massively busy

Joel Noblett
Thank you so much for helping us out with our technical issues! You've been a
massive help and super efficient as always

Debbie Timmins
Using your initiative to set up the resource library. Great idea.
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STAFF NEWS

HIVE FIVES

Nicola Redgrave
I would like to send a big thank you to Nicola for being very adaptable
and helping out at short notice to work in an unfamiliar situation. She
recently changed her plans to support a group of people she had not
met before but as always she did this well and enjoyed the new
experience.

Lola (Katerina) Foley
For covering the sleep last Saturday at such short notice. Thank you
once again

Wendy Gentry
For being professional and conscientious and a good role model to your
colleagues

Lee Sawbridge
Lee consistently lives the Persona values, especially in relation to the support he provides to a
vulnerable customer who is currently experiencing significant difficulties in his life. Lee is
unwavering in his support and always approaches his work in a professional and confident
manner. He is a true asset to the Supported Living Team and constantly endeavours to make
a positive difference to the lives of the people he supports.

Jenny Urwin
Welcome to the team!!! Your enthusiasm is shining through with the work you are
producing and the ideas you are coming up with. It's great to have you on board

Louise Steadman
Some lovely patient and caring support evident when I visited this evening.
You were calm and reassuring to the lady involved which I know cannot
be easy when you're running a busy shift.
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Let your voice be heard!

Suggestion Scheme is now
live!
"No matter what people tell
you, words and ideas can
change the world."
– Robin Williams

We are looking for ideas to help steer
Persona into the future. This is open
to everyone who interacts with
Persona, whether you are a customer,
employee, family member or visitor.
If you have an idea, we want to hear
about it.

Voice your ideas via the online form or submit it via the paper forms located at
Grundy and Pinfold Lane Day Centres, and Elmhurst and Spurr House Short Stay.
Just look for the suggestion boxes by the entrances.
If your suggestion goes ahead, you will be awarded with not only the knowledge
that you have improved Persona, but a £25 Love2Shop voucher!

Nominations are open for the 2019 PersonAwards.
You can nominate
until
Saturday 7th July
in several different
ways:

-

online at www.personasupport.org/awards
by phone on 0161 253 6000
by email to info@personasupport.org
by filling in a paper form, available in all our services.

Respectful, Enthusiastic, Adaptable, Caring, Honest
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Your best day in work
One of the questions we were asked at this year's workshop was 'how does your best day at work look?' and it
was lovely to hear what people enjoy about their jobs.
Here is a selection of 'best days' from across the services:
"'Heartbeat
moments' when
"giving customers and their
someone makes a
families the opportunity to interact
bit leap or
in a safe environment, for example
improvement"
at our Grundy and Pinfold evening
events, you see people living with
dementia singing and dancing and
"supporting people to feel
you hear comments like 'I haven't
valued, enable what THEY want
seen (my family member) so happy
to do - no matter what it is, no
for a long time''
matter how small"

"Being

"People /

instrumental in
others'
happiness"

customers

"Enabling someone to

achieving

achieve something in

something"

the day (eg go to the
shops, visit relations)"

"enabling people to go away

"Everyday is

on holiday, on an aeroplane

brilliant, I love

for the first time - they are
so excited about it!"

coming to work"
"customers'
achievements - little
things we take for
granted that might take

"social events

"Every day is

where customers

so

and staff mix"

rewarding"

12 months to achieve"

"People having a
great day"
"putting a smile
"Supporting

on a customer's

people to have an

face"

‘ordinary life"
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How do you stay well?
The great thing about Persona is the wealth of different interests that we all have and
how we use them to improve our wellbeing.
Clair and Toby's Story
For as long as she can remember both Clair and her sister have
loved horses. Unfortunately keeping a horse costs money and as a
child the family just couldn’t afford it. But instead of sitting around
feeling sorry for themselves they took the proactive approach and
volunteered at Birtle Competition and Riding Centre. It wasanother
25 years before Toby would enter their lives.
Toby came from a Gypsy Cob stud and sadly had a terrible start in life.
Every type of abuse that he could be subjected to, he was. Beatings,
starvation, being over worked to name but a few. Luckily, he was saved by a
woman who took 5 months to gain the trust of Toby so that she could lead
and put a harness on him. One month later, Toby came into Clair’s life.
At the time when he came into her life, Clair was in a stressful job. Working
3 days away didn’t add up to a happy work/life balance. But with Toby in her
life, he forced her to reassess. Going forward she was going outside every
day, no matter the weather. Her improvement in her wellbeing wasn’t only
physical but mental as well.
If she had a bad day, simply spending an hour with Toby was enough to
destress her body and declutter her mind. Owning a horse can be very
physical; Clair’s amount of cardio work has doubled. Not only that, by being
outdoors all the time, her resilience to the coughs and colds have improved.
Mentally, looking after Toby has a mindfulness effect. When you are asking
a half ton animal to do something, that bond and concentration has to be
there, as at the end of the day, Toby is still an animal and can be spooked
and injuries to both rider and horse can happen. Their bond is undeniable.

Wellbeing can come in many ways, and for Clair, Toby is the package deal.
If you would like to share your wellbeing story email
info@personasupport.org

Service News
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Woodbury & Shared Lives CQC
celebration

All our Shared Lives carers were treated
to afternoon tea as part of a double
celebration in June; Bury Shared Lives
service was recently awarded a CQC
‘Good’ rating and what better time to
celebrate than during Shared Lives
Week? It was a great opportunity for
everyone to get together and of course
enjoy a really delicious spread at
Cuppaccino Bistro, Redbank! Thanks to
all who came, it was lovely to see you.

Sunnybank Shines

We wanted to showcase the pleasures of
Rebound and African Drumming as demonstrated
by Gavin McIntosh. Gavin shows us how much
fun you can have in these activities and that there
are no barriers to participating. Whether it be
enjoying the sounds of the African Drum, feeling
those beats and vibrations and relaxing to the
hypnotic rhythms to exercising the hands whilst
developing co-ordination and rhythm. All this in a
welcoming and friendly atmosphere at
Sunnybank.
Rebound has given Gavin so much pleasure to be
out of his wheelchair and interacting with staff. As
you can see, he really enjoyed those deeper
bounces whilst being safely supported.
Also, here are Faye, Simon and Steven with Neil
Stonier after delivering £1479 raised from our
recent Sunnybank fundraiser for The Christie
Hepatobiliary Fund into pancreatic cancer
research. Massive thank you to all our colleagues
and customers from across the service in helping
us to raise this amount and joining in to make the
event the success that it was.
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Service News

Cheque Delivery

Eight years ago, Persona took over Elton Community
Centre and their sensory room was nothing but a bare
room. This week Elton celebrated their fundraising
success when they were visited by Tesco Community
Champion Wendy who presented customers and staff
with a large cheque for £4000. That £4000 was a result
of hard work and dedication from all involved.
The money raised is going towards a new room
that will have everything at hand to help customers
get sensory experiences.
Ali Messenger Support Coordinator at Elton
wishes to thank Tesco, all customers and families
and everyone at Persona who have actively gone
into Tesco and put their token in the Elton
Community Centre slot.
When the room is complete, they will be having an
open day and coffee morning. Everyone is invited!

Elms Community Sight Test

Elms Community Centre was the first to host David Hodes
Opticians. Customer’ at Elms had a surprise after their lunch
when Rohail stood up and spoke about eye health and had
participation from the group. Then Rohail said the magic words:
"We will be giving free eye tests and prescription glasses to
those that need them."
But what is the catch I hear you ask?
Nothing.
These clinics from David Hodes Opticians are simply looking for
a way to give back to the community that they live in. Allowing
people to gather, integrate in a fun and safe environment, and
ultimately give back vision to the community.
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Service News

Re-start Coffee Morning

Re-Start held a coffee morning in June, in aid of
Alzhiemer's Society. It was really well attended; a
good chance for customers and staff from across
LD Day services to catch up whilst enjoying a brew
and a delicious selection of cakes.
There were some beautiful,
handmade forget-me-not brooches
that lots of people were wearing with
pride and several fairground games
including hoopla and ping pong,
some guessing games and puzzles.
Well done to everyone involved;
the morning raised £150 for the
charity!

A Floral Thank You

Sandra Smith was a long standing customer at Spurr House.
Her family are a constant presence in her life and when she
needed to move on for more care due to her condition, her
family wanted to say thank you to Spurr House.
What was special about this thank you was that they
donated lots of plants for the garden.
But not only that! Due to their care background
Sandra's daughters helped to put on an activity
session for customers to get out into the garden and
help with the planting of the donated flowers.
We wish to thank Sandra Smith's family for not
only their generosity of plants for all the
customers to enjoy, but their
generosity of their time.
It is very much appreciated.
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Service News

Queen's Birthday Visit

The Windsors came to Grundy Day Centre to celebrate the Queens
Birthday. Archie Harrison Mountbatten-Windsor made an appearance with
mother and father, Duke and Duchess of Sussex.
Fun, laughter and singing was enjoyed by all.

Pinfold Lane Cupcake Success

Congratulations to Pinfold Lane who raised £57.50
during their Cupcake Day for the Alzheimer's
Society.
The very tasty cupcakes were kindly donated by Pat
Bradley who works at Pinfold Lane and whose
talented daughter made half of the cakes. The other
half were generously donated by Paul Smith who's a
husband of one of Pinfold Lane's customers.
They also celebrated D-Day with a delicious
cream tea and lots of activities throughout the
day.
War time objects were used to spark
memories and these were talked about
as well as having a good old sing song.

This month's activities & events
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June has seen a lot of laughs across the services. From winning big at the bingo, celebrating
D-Day, Her Majesty's birthday and many customers' birthdays, there have been a lot of smiles.
And let's not forget the cakes! With cupcake AND doughnut days!
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IN THE

SPOTLIGHT
What are #TakeTimeTuesday and
#FeelGoodFriday?
We investigate the Persona Wellbeing sessions.
Here are what staff had to say...
Before...

What were you expecting from the sessions?
-I didn't have any specific ideas in my head, I'm quite open-minded and just went for a look.
-I just thought it sounded interesting.
-I didn't know - I hadn't done any mindfulness before.
After...

How do the sessions make you feel?
- They help me focus and I get that half hour back three
times over because I can work well and think clearly.
-Just as relaxed as after an expensive massage, in just
half an hour. Amazing.
-Calm! And it lasts all day. They put me in a better frame
of mind and help me to cope with the unexpected.
-I was struck by how just moving our head or rolling our
shoulders can make a difference.
-You think of these sessions as being just for you, but
when you meet people in the sessions from other parts
of the service, you feel connected.

What would you say to someone about the
sessions, if they haven't been before?

-They are very relaxing, anyone can do them. We focus
on our breathing, switch off and do some easy stretches
to release tension in our neck, shoulders and upper back,
which have had a really good, quick result for me. -They
are very simple techniques, no effort required.
-Ruth, who leads the group, has a calm manner which
has an immediate impact on me.
-Where we work, things can change a lot and it's really
fast paced. It's important to take some time out.
-Don't decide it's not for you before you try it. Half an
hour out of your day is nothing.
- I feel supported by everyone there - I didn't expect that.

Have you learnt anything that you have
managed to use at home or at work?

-Now I can really sit quietly and zone out, sit and think.
-The square breathing helps quieten my mind and fall
back asleep when I have a disturbed night.
-The gratitude visualisation really helps me to drop off.
-The breathing helps me feel calmer at work and at home.

Did you have any worries or doubts about
going?

-Yes, that I would be embarrassed in front of my
colleagues, or I wouldn't be any good at it.
- I wasn't sure how you could learn anything useful in
such a short session and I could easily have talked
myself out of going the first time, but I am so glad I went!

The final word...
-I enjoy being able to sit quietly, thinking about nothing.
-I've been inspired to buy a book with more visualisations
in it, which help me to sleep.
-These groups are a real gift and I would definitely
recommend them.
-If I couldn't do these sessions at work any more, I'd be
looking for alternatives in my own time!
-I wish more people would come and try this. I know it's
not for everyone, but I'm sure there are lots who'd benefit.
-I've looked into classes to do in my own time, I've found it
so useful - I think it's amazing.
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BACK PAGE NEWS

Julie and Juliet jumping for Alzheimer's Society

On September 21st Julie Pierce and Juliet Goss will be jumping out of a
plane to raise money for Alzheimer's Society.
Until the day we find a cure, the Society is looking to create a society where those affected by
dementia are supported, accepted and able to live in their community without fear or prejudice.

To help Julie and Juliet, please check out her Just Giving Page:
https://bit.ly/2RChnaM
Keep up to date with upcoming events across Persona on our website at
www.personasupport.org/news-and-events/events/
Volunteers Needed at Elmhurst

Volunteer Gardening session at Elmhurst
short stay on Sunday 21st July from 10am.
Please help win the war on weeds!

Thank you to everyone who took the time to
talk to us about their Wellbeing
experiences.
Please don't miss out on this 'amazing gift' if you'd like to see sessions available at a
different place or time, email
info@personasupport.org with your
suggestions.

If you'd like to share a story, photos, or suggest
someone we should put in the spotlight,
please email us at info@personasupport.org
Follow us on social media:

@personacareandsupport

@PersonaBury

Persona Care and Support

Visit our website www.personasupport.org

